
CENTRALIZED + INTEGRATED RESPONSE PLANNING APPLICATION THAT 
STREAMLINES PLAN MAINTENANCE, IMPROVES ACCESSIBILITY, AND 
ESTABLISHES CONSISTENCY. 

Today, many companies find it challenging to manage their emergency response 
plans, emergency action plans, security plans and business continuity plans. 
These plans are often inconsistent across facilities, regions and divisions, out of 
date, and are difficult to access by stakeholders. Updating individual documents 
requires multiple and potentially repetitive steps, and documenting responses to 
emergencies or exercises is manual, inefficient and inconsistent.

Introducing SMARTPLANTM

SMARTPLAN is an innovative and proven emergency planning and 
response application and is available to any industry or operation. 

SMARTPLAN utilizes database-technology to streamline many aspects of company-
wide response planning by improving stakeholder accessibility and plan maintenance 
while incorporating industry best practices, company protocols and regulatory 
requirements.

Consolidated Data At Your Fingertips 

Our SMARTPLAN software ensures that your company’s response plan 
data is stored and consolidated in one place. No matter how large your 

enterprise is, SMARTPLAN enables you to update plans consistently and efficiently 
across all locations, departments and business units. Our database-driven approach 
ensures your emergency response plan is scalable, intuitive and easy to maintain. In 
addition, the most current response plan information is always accessible from your 
mobile devices via our SMARTPLAN Mobile App.

Customizable Templates

We recognize that our clients have unique operations and company 
practices and need emergency response plans that address these 

distinctions. We partner with each client to customize response plan templates that 
meet your specific needs and regulatory requirements.

SMARTPLANTM

Web-Based Response Planning

Are These Your Challenges?

	; Do you need to manage plans 
with less staff?

	; Are your response plans 
maintained in static paper 
binders?

	; Do you want your team to 
access your response plans 
with a mobile app?

	; Are you looking for a way to 
manage duplicate content 
easily across multiple 
locations?

	; Do you have an efficient way 
to manage and document 
responses?
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How Can We Help You?

+

RESPONSE PLAN 
TEMPLATES

 + Emergency Response Plans

 + Business Continuity Plans

 + OPA 90/Facility Response 
Plans

 + Fire Pre-Plans

 + Spill Prevention Plans 
(SPCC)

 + School Emergency 
Operations Plans

 + Heathcare Emergency 
Operations Plans

 + Security Plans

 + Crisis Management Plans

 + Office/Building Emergency 
Action Plans

 + Hurricane Plans

 + Pandemic Plans

 + Dock Operations Manuals

 + Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plans

 + Severe Weather 
Contingency Plans

KEY BENEFITS

In the event of an emergency, SMARTPLAN™ offers the security of thorough and up-to-
date response plans to protect employees, the environment, property and reputation of 
your organization.

Easy access to the latest version of your plans in a user-friendly format avoids confusion 
and improves plan accuracy so your team can focus on response.

SMARTPLAN Benefits Include:

 + Enterprise applicability

 + Secure 24/7 accessibility and  
role-based permissions

 + Single Sign-On capability 

 + User-friendly client editing tools

 + Mobile app for improved accessibility

 + Integrated response management 
tools

 + Straightforward plan navigation

 + Integrated task management system

 + Automated documentation of plan 
revisions

 + Full printing capabilities

 + Databased management of all plan 
content

 + Turnkey plan development services

 + Externally hosted SaaS model with 
100% redundancy and SOC 2  
certified data security practices

 + Plan administration and content 
reports

 + Robust contacts management 
functionality, including acceptance  
of periodic client Human Resources 
feeds

SMARTRESPONSETM 

The SMARTRESPONSE module provides simplified tools to manage most emergencies 
and document all exercises through an interactive database-driven interface. This module 
is designed to provide response management tools for your use without third-party 
consultants and streamlines documentation and developing Incident Action Plans.  

Key Benefits Include:

 + Imports emergency notification 
requirements and Response 
Checklists from your response plans

 + Complements response plans with 
actionable Incident Command System 
(ICS) forms and response tools

 + Provides guidance for meeting 
schedules and can be used for 
multiple operational periods

 + Can be utilized for Crisis and Incident 
Management

 + Utilizes simplified interface with key 
ICS Forms

 + Enterprise-wide tracking and 
documentation of all emergency 
incidents and exercises

 + Tracks incident and exercise 
participants

 + Reporting tools for action items and 
lessons learned
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